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Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 022 357 6731 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing:  Steve Wallace                       Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Rex Carswell 

                              Duty Pilot:    Tony Prentice  

Sunday    Instructing: Lionel Page     

  Towing: Jamie Wagner 

                  Duty Pilot  Roy Whitby 
MEMBERS NEWS 

 

SATURDAY  Instructor Rex Carswell gets first hack 

 

The day started out cloudy and I thought I saw a few specks of rain while I consumed my Weetbix.  However 

the forecast looked reasonable, so it was off out to the field - aiming to be there at 0930.  Peter Thorpe had 

advised earlier that he would be out there an 

hour earlier to undertake his PPL BFR. 

 

With sufficient hands on deck we set about 

preparing the fleet and set up on Grass 26. 

 Conditions looked a little benign so there 

seemed to be little haste in getting underway - 

but it was improving.  Roy Whitby put his name 

on the board to fly GMP - and as it turned out, 

was the only taker.  Just before midday, he 

was the first to launch, and was rewarded with 

having the longest flight of the day - 67 

minutes.   Kris Pillai introduced a friend to us, 

and took him for a flight, but struggled to get 

established and was back in 16 minutes. 

 Undeterred, he tried again an hour later, this time flying easily for 61 minutes.  His smiling friend seemed 

very impressed.  David Todd arrived at the field and was anxious to get current again, so we enjoyed a couple 

of dual flights for a total of 76 minutes.  GVF had an airing too - just the one launch with Tony Prentice 

aboard and 44 minutes flown.  Student flying was conducted with two flights for Rahul Bagchi and one flight 

with Brendan Moore.   

 

As the day progressed, what started out 

with a good bit of crosswind, slowly veered 

to almost straight down the vector. 

 However, moderate air movement still 

provided plenty of challenge for both of our 

student pilots today.  Keeping at the 

controls for as long as possible was the 

primary aim. 

 

Not a particularly busy day with nine 

launches and just under six hours glider 

time.  Thanks to Neville Swan for time 

keeping and to towie Craig Rook for finding 

the sweet spot in the sky. 

 



 

SUNDAY  Instructor Ivor Woodfield, (yeah, him again) tells all 

 

Sunday dawned bright and sunny, and although some rain was forecast, the sky looked good for soaring. I 

arrived at the field after having learned that the only military movement would be the possible mid-afternoon 

arrival of a Hercules, and as I was opening up others started arriving, including Lionel Page and his glider 

returning from the Regional competition. Following some thorough checking of the gliders, and with Lionel 

cutting the grass and Peter Thorpe heading off to get fuel for RDW, we established ourselves on 26. First up 

would be Jonathan Pote for some short-field landing practice. We also had a keen trial flighter arrive wanting 

to learn all about the art of gliding, so he was provided with a briefing, and was then able to watch our initial 

flight as he was keen to see what the process was. 

 

Following a brief and successful first flight, during which it was established that the air was quite unstable, 

we took off for the trial flight and spent an enjoyable time checking out the area around Huapai where he 

lived and providing some good hands on experience.  While we were airborne both Kishan Bhashyam in MP and 

Lionel in ON took off to test the sky. Kishan went on to get the longest flight of the day at well over an hour, 

yet again making good use of G153, while Lionel ended up with four circuits during the day to further hone his 

short 'paddock landing' skills. 

 

Next up in GMW was Rahul Bagchi who 

showed his basic flying skills were 

clearly improving. He also had the 

opportunity to start developing 

thermalling technique, managing some 

good height gains during the flight. Then 

Dave Todd took the controls of GMW 

and we went for an enjoyable flight 

around the area, during which time the 

tower came on watch to say the 

Hercules was inbound. Dave ended his 

flight with a trip to the south of the 

field and out over the marina area, 

finding enough lift to ensure we got a 

good look around the coastal area before joining finals for 26. While we were up another couple of singles 

flights launched, with Rudolf Struyck in GVF and Tony Prentice in GMP. Next up in the twin was Brendan 

Moore who was looking to get a reasonable flight time. We encountered some quite significant turbulence 

during the aerotow which Brendan handled well, much to his credit, and he then went on to demonstrate some 

good thermalling skills in quite a tricky sky. While we were well north of the field at a good height and 

thinking about starting to head back, the tower advised us that the Hercules was close and asked whether we 

would be able to remain airborne. We agreed that we would, and inevitably at that point we started losing the 

good lift. Once the southern GFA - G156 - was closed to keep the airspace clear for the approaching aircraft, 

and we needed to move further west, the challenge of staying up increased still further. Nonetheless, 

Brendon kept us airborne with very little if any assistance, and was able to keep clear until the tower 

reopened the GFA and we headed back after a very reasonable flight. Rahul followed soon after with what 

turned out to be the final flight of the day, during which time it was clear that the thermals were rapidly 

disappearing. None the less, we managed to get a good flight, with Rahul's flying skill steadily improving. 

 

On landing, around 1700 it seemed the session around the fridge was already well underway, so there were 

just a few free hands to complete the final packing away. Nonetheless, with the help of Peter, Roy and 

Rahul we soon had the twin and RDW safely tucked away, and were able to join in the banter and the stories 

that were emerging from those who had been competing all week at Matamata. 

 

Overall a good days flying in some quite hot conditions, despite the day having started off somewhat chilly. 

Finally the group headed home and everything was locked up safely by around 1745. 

 



Towie Peter Thorpe adds a little to the tale..........My day of towing on Sunday really began on Saturday when I 

needed to complete a somewhat overdue power BFR.  Amiria Wallace CFI from the Power Section kindly came 

to the party and after regaining currency in RDW she proceeded to check me out .  A very informative and 

enjoyable couple of hours spent reviewing all the things I had forgotten and some flying exercises such as low 

flying and forced landings which we tend not to practice very often, especially when we have 50m of rope 

trailing behind.  All signed off for another two years so I was able to front up on Sunday all ready to go.  DI 

complete and fuel containers filled by midday ready for a first flight with Ivor and Jonathan soon after.  A 

brisk 12 kt of wind almost straight down 26 and plenty of fluffy white clouds suggested the day should be a 

good one but it was quite rough at low level. Lionel wanted to practice short landings so he did four short 

flights during the day while Ivor took a trial flight and dual flights with Brendan, Rahul and David Todd.  

Kishan, Rudolf and Tony took the singles for a blat and Kishan at least got to 4300ft.  Roy and Neville were 

there and Ian and Derry played with the ASW28 while Andy Mckay tidied up KK after a week away at the 

Regionals and a grumpy Gary Patten spent ages trying bring the log books up to date from the carbon copies 

of the time sheets.  Even Warm Air was present although I have no idea what he was doing so it can’t have 

been important.   A good day for me with 13 launches and we were all finished launching by 4-30 but then we 

had to wait for the last glider to land which took a couple of beers. 

 

STEVE WALLACE CLAIMS THE PUGSY 

 

Sunday 29th was day 1 of the Regionals at Matamata and it was great to see Aviation Sports well represented 

with Steve Foreman in KP, Lionel Page, Andy MacKay and myself all flying mighty Mosquitos and Yves Gerster 

keeping it in the Glasflugel family in the even mightier 

Libelle aka Creepy. 

 

The day was forecast to be good but the weather man 

at briefing did kindly point out that for the day to be 

as good as RASP was predicting the temperature would 

have to get 4 degrees C hotter than it was actually 

likely to get. Hence the day was not as good as 

predicted, in particular around Matamata where the 

sky was blue and thermals few and far between. 

 

In the Open Class however we did have a nice task 

set to the South into the higher country where 

the thermals and convergence would be better and 

this was indeed the case. Once away from 

Matamata things improved and I enjoyed a nice 

scenic flight down the western shores of Lake 

Taupo to Turangi. From here it was back up and 

across to Atiamuri, over the hill to Kinleith 

(Tokoroa) and this is where the clouds stopped. 

Looking down the valley towards Matamata I could see nothing but blue and by this time it was early evening 

so the chances of finding a blue thermal were slim. At 6,000ft with 70km to run I was 1,000ft below glide. I 

could go straight down the middle of the valley or head right towards the western facing sunny hills and hope 

to pick up something on the low slopes where the Mamakus meet the Kaimais. I chose right and while I did get 

a small blue thermal it did not go high enough to get me onto a safe final glide and this longer route meant I 

never got closer to making a final glide than when I started at Tokoroa. 



 

Hence I ended up 6km shy of Matamata in a short but 

nicely groomed paddock, down a long but nicely 

groomed driveway. There is obviously money in horses 

and cows despite what the farmers would have you 

believe. I 

phoned in my co-ordinates and the ace retrieve 

crew of Lionel and Andy were quickly dispatched. In 

fact they were so quick that I was only half way down the driveway on a leisurely stroll with the farmer's wife 

when 

Lionel and Andy turned up! 

 

So home in time for tea and for Steve Foreman to take great joy in telling me I was now the holder of the 

Pugsy. I'm also not aware of any land outs since so I believe for the meantime I have retained rights to this 

esteemed piece of  "silverware". 
 
 

NORTH ISLAND REGIONALS  Yves Gerster went to the regionals  
 
 

 

 

 

 

Why not flying at the North Island Regionals at Matamata? Graham and Ivor eliminated the last possible 

reason for not participating by letting me fly their Libelle. Thank you! 

Together with Lionel, Andy and Steve Foreman I competed in the racing class. Steven Wallace went into the 

Open class.  

Day 1: The weather 

forecast was optimistic 

and so were the Pilots. The 

Racing class first had to go 

north to the swamp and 

then south close to 

Mangakino. It was an AAT 

task, which gives the pilots 

a bigger selection of 

outlanding fields. 

Before the start line opened, all gliders crept around the airfield desperately looking for lift in the blue. 

Since I had no clue how to fly the task in such blue conditions I went to the ridge. It makes me feel better if 

there are some hills around me. 



On my way to the ridge I clipped 

the start line and worked my way 

to the first turnpoint and back. 

During the whole day, there was a 

nice cumulus cloud over the 

Cambridge hills. I really wanted to 

go there. Unfortunately the ridge 

did not produce any thermals, and 

the hills were not within glide 

range of the Libelle. Since I didn’t 

have a better idea, I left the ridge 

and headed for the nice cloud. 

Things seemed to work out for me, and I hit the 

thermal of the day over Matamata town. 4 Kt/s 

lift to 4200 feet and life was good again.  I went 

south passing the Cambridge hills and Mount 

Maungatautari following some remaining bits of 

cumulus clouds  

At 5:30 pm I abandoned the task shortly before 

the last turnpoint, because I didn’t see any 

realistic chances of finishing the task making it 

home. All the small cumulus clouds disappeared 

and the air went calm.  

I ended up quite low close to an airstrip at mount Maungatautari. A weak but steady thermal produced by big 

rocks heated by the evening sun, helped me to get away and to reach the top of the mountain where some 

small cumulus indicated another 

thermal. 

The last lift stopped 100 feet 

below the required altitude for 

final glide.After telling my glide 

computer that we are sitting in a 

Libelle instead of a Pw-5, I had 

enough altitude for my final glide. 

Although I did the longest flight, 

the day did not bring any points, 

since not enough pilots flew more 

than 80 km.  

 



 

 

 

 

Day 2,3: Monday 

and Tuesday were 

cancelled due to 

bad weather. I 

went up for a flight Monday to take some photos for Warm Air. 

Tuesday was my water day. Not only did it rain, but I went see the 

waterfall and went for a swim in the hot pools with Lionel and Jason. 

Day 4: Good weather again. Actually 

extremely good! Nice thermals and a 

cloudbase around 4500 ft made the day a 

real delight. I took the start together with 

Andy in KK. 

We raced beneath a cloudstreet upwind 

direction north. After turning close to the 

coast I went over the Swamp and 

maintained a good pace until the last turning 

point. I had a really good plan: Racing south 

into a good thermal, climb up to final glide 

altitude and fly home. The plan was perfect except for the good thermal that went missing. Therefore I had 

to dig low and accept two weak thermals in order to get home. This made me loose 15 min. Thanks to the 

cloudstreet on the first leg, I still came in first this day. 

Day 5: Was cancelled. This was maybe the wrong call, since the ridge was working this day and there were 

also good thermals in the afternoon. Since the rules require three flying days for a valid competition 

cancelling this day meant having no valid competition. 

Day 6: Finally a ridge day for the Piako people. We had 

to fly to Thames and some other points close to the 

ridge. My idea was to fly in the higher part of the ridge 

to avoid thermalling. During the whole task (243 km) I 

only had to thermal twice. At the evening I discovered 

that this was not the winning strategy for a good ridge 

day. I was 25 minutes slower than the pilots who used 

the lower, more direct lines. I don’t know if the Libelle 

without water could have done the same route only 200 

feet above the ground. Probably yes. 

This day showed how useful local knowledge can be and I 

am looking forward to apply what I learned there. 

Even though I only finished 4th that day, I still had a lot 

of fun racing the Libelle across the green hills.  

Although the weather seemed to be against soaring this 

week, I had a wonderful time in Matamata. I strongly 



recommend this competition to every pilot who wants to spend a week with likely minded people in a safe and 

pleasant environment. 

 

 

Warm Air  

 

Duty Roster For Nov, Dec 15, Jan 2016 

      Month Date Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot Notes 

Dec 5 K PILLAI R CARSWELL C ROOK 
  

  6 J POTE I WOODFIELD P THORPE 
  

  12 T PRENTICE S WALLACE R CARSWELL 
  

  13 R WHITBY L PAGE J WAGNER 
  

  19 J FOOT L PAGE R HEYNIKE 
  

  20 N GRAVES R CARSWELL D BELCHER 
  

Jan-16 9 K BHASHYAM L PAGE F MCKENZIE 
  

  10 S FOREMAN R BURNS J WAGNER 
  

  16 D FOXCROFT P THORPE C ROOK 
  

  17 D GREY R CARSWELL R HEYNIKE 
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23 B MOORE I WOODFIELD P THORPE 
  

 
24 E MCPHERSON L PAGE R CARSWELL 

  

 
25 G HEALEY R BURNS D BELCHER 

  

  30 I O'KEEFE R CARSWELL F MCKENZIE 
  

  31 T O'ROURKE I WOODFIELD C ROOK 
  

 


